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AT the beginning of a school year it is ever our
Pleasant duty to extend words of welcome to all.
To those who are with us for the丘rst time our
greeting is especially cordial, and we venture to
Say that even thus early they have found not a
little of the ,gOOdfellowship and substantial a.mity
Which characterizes this branch of the university.
To those of former association’We hope for a
COntinuance of the mutual regard so happily re-
membered.
Our instructors言n nearly every instance, We
meet again with a pleasure increased from the
better appreciation of their worth’nOt Only as
teachers but as individuals and friends.
THE following changes appear among the
Faculty :
Professor of Surgical Diseases of Women,
Nathaniel W. Emerson, M.D言Professor of Medi-
Cal Diseases of Women’George R. Southwick,
M.D言　Professor of Physiology, Frederick P.
Batchelder, M.D.; Professor of Obstetrics and
Lecturer on Orthopa3dics, George H. EarらM.D.
In this change there is somewhat of an innova-
tion’the chair of Gyna3COIogy being divided into
two separate professorships・ Although the reason
for this change has not been fully explained, yet it
is fa.ir to expect that it wiH a鯖ord increased ad-
Vantage tO the students and result to their benefit.
WHILE it is out of our-uSual custom to speak
editorially in regard to our advertising coll章mnS,
yet’in this first issue of a new volume we beg to
remind the students and alumni that special pains
have been taken to select only representative and
reliable firms in soliciting advertisements.
It is but fair to make somewhat of an e債ort to
PatrOnize those who have made possible the pub-
1ication of this magazine. The interests of the
SChool demand a successful schooI paper, and it
is within the power of every student and alumnus
to contribute oward this end.
It helps us言t helps the school, and thereby
helps you. When buying mention THE STUDENT.
IF there is any member of the college who does
not feel丘11anCia11y able to sllbscribe to THE MED-
ICAL STUDENT a subscription may be had gratui-
tously upon application・ With the majority of
thos  who do ot take the journal (about 5O per
Cent), the reason is a lamentable lack of interest
and schooI spirit. Not to support the paper by
being one of its subscribers’Or tO neglect to con-
tribute to its columns is shirking a duty. It is
mostly from the non-Subscribers that the adverse
Criticisms have come so generously.
To accurately reflect the schooI sentiment, from
the students, standpoint, is to be one of the chief
Objects of the paper during this year.
WHILE greeting friends’neW and old) uPOn Our
return to college’We grleVOuSly missed the hearty
Welcome of our dean’Dr. Sutherland, Whose happy
manner and cordial handshake served as an in_
SPiration at the opening o’f the college year.
Our sympathy went with him during his enforced
absence’and congratulations are his and ours, nOW
thatheiswithusagaln. -
Ge雛ml α徹tr多揚t多b彩∫.
EMPIRICISM IN MEDICINE.
F. MASON PADELFORD, M.D.
FROM that which eXPerience has demonstrated
as to the caus , Character, and duration’hygienic,
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dietetic) and surgical treatment of diseased condi-
tions, I do not wish to detract, aS the knowledge
thus gained is unquestionably almost inestimable
in value and in amount.
Nevertheless, an eXPreSSed doubt as to the e鯖-
CaCy Of this same experience’unguided by law, in
What may be considered as specific or curative
medicine, Which deals not with the prevention of
disease, but with the medicinal treatment of dis-
ease already present’SeemS nOt tO be out of place.
Let us not question the value of experience, but
let us rather relegate it to its proper sphere言n
Which nothing can take its place.
Experience, Without doubt, muSt in certain
StageS Of progress, mOre Or less well defined, be
that factor which is of greatest importance in the
determination of the method or methods by which
Certain desired results are to be obtained; yet,
there is to my knowledge no profession, With the
exception of that of medicine, Wherein a stage of
experience, the duration of which has varied some-
What according to the nature of the experiment or
work invoIved, has not led to the deduction of
What may be termed付a law’" and which, though
Perhaps modi丘ed somewhat, has been su範ciently
accurate and adequate to explain that which has
later been manifested.
Dealing as we do with effects, nOt With causes,
What we consider as law will naturally be at first
regarded as provisional only’but as time goes on,
in the absence of later experiences which are not
in accordanc? With the law deduced言t must of
necessity become more五rmly established and言n
time, its(truth be beyond reasonable doubt. Now,
and even after the first observation of the princi-
Ple, if the principle be a reasonable one, and
POSSibly universal in its application, the occur-
rence of phenomena which are apparently not in
keeping with it, Should not be given too much
Weight, and should perhaps be almost entirely dis-
regarded if other factors which might produce the
same results ca.  not b  excluded.
The law hav g been found e航cient, it then be葛
COmeS POSSible to accurately predict that whieh in
the fu ure and und r known conditions will occur.
Accurat  measurements of time only became
POSSible when it was leamed that the time con-
Sumed during the vibration of a pendulum was ir-
respec ive of he length of the arc through which
it sw11ng. Astronomy became established upon a
SCi ntific basis when the movements of heavenly
b d e we e found to be in accordancewith a丘Ⅹed
and d finite plan・
Chemistry be ame more than a mere tabulation
Of the resu ts of previously) and perhaps carefully,
Perfomed experime ts; When a study of the re-
Sults obtained sho ed that under certain definite
COnditions he resし11ting phenomena were constant.
From thi  the evolution of a law is but a step.
With individuals p rsonal experience is an es-
Sentia=actor’but without the ability to profit
from the experience of our predecessors or from
Others, the individual’it would seem, muSt take up
life’s problems in practically the same place that
members of an earlier generation have been obliged
to do. In contrastto this, howmuch more rapid
will be the advancement if certain demonstrated
Principles or facts which have been leamed by the
experience of our p edecessors can be accepted
and applied in the performance of work which we
may be requ red to undertake. But yet言n the
absence of a guiding law, if the work to be done
differs materially from what has to our knowledge
been done in the past’the question as to the
m asures to be adopted for the attainment of the
desired result b comes one of no inconsiderable
magn tude.
The fact must be recognized that under such
Circumstanc s any expedient which may be adopted
is in the ature of an experiment’ Pure and
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Simple; and in the treatment of disease, if the con-
dition be one of severity, the life of the individual
may be dependent upon the proper and early
Selection of the curative agent. The administra-
tion under such circumstances of a drし1g Or Of
drugs which bear no specific or curative relation-
Ship to the disease present, and this in such doses
as given to the healthy) Will invariably interfere
With the normal functionar activity of the organ-
ism, muSt add to the probabilityof the occurrence
Of that which physicians are universally expected
to attempt to prevent - either the death of the
Patient or an actual injury which must lessen his
Or her chances of an ultimate recovery.
All this will but emphasize the need of a definite
law or principle.
The practice of medicine, PrObably dating its
-beginning at least as early as 6oo B.C., and hav-
ing numbered among its followers some of the
brightest minds known to history, naturally ere this
Should have become established upon some stable
and de丘nite basis, and the element of chance con_
Ceming the selection of the therapeutic agent or
agents in a glVen CaSe Should have, SO far as
POSSible’long since been eliminated. Particularly
SO’aS in no profession is certainty so desirable, is
uncertainty or error so fatal, aS in this, Which is at
OnCe the most potent in its power for good or for
evil.
The impotency of the principle-that of em-
PlrlCISm-by which the larger part of the pro-
fession has thus far been govemed’Can Perhaps be
no better illustrated than by quoting from the
WOrks of two prominent writers’the one’a reCOg-
nized authority on materia medica and therapeutics,
the other, PrOfessor of medicine in one of the most
favorably known post-graduate medical co11eges in
the United States’both writers, by the way, ab-
SOlutely denying the existence of any homecepathic
law, and’What is as unfortunate, failing to suggest
any useful therapeutic principle or, at any rate,
One that has any broad sphere of useIulness.
The first writes as follows: “Theold and tried
m、ethod in therapeutics is that of emplrlCISm, Or’if
the wQrd sounds ha sh’Of clinical experience. As
Stated by on of i s most ardent supporters, the
best possible developm nt df this plan of investi-
gation is to be found in a cIose and careful analysis
Of cases be ore and after the administration of a
remedy, and, if the sults be favorable, the contin-
u d use of the drug in similar cases. It is evident
that this is not a new path, but a highway already
WOm With the eager’but weary, feet of the profes-
Sion f r twothousand years. That very much has
thus b en accomplished it were folly to deny.
Leaving out of sight the growth of the last two
decades, almost all of the current therapeutic
knowledge has been gained in this way.
白Therapeutics developed in this manner cannot,
h wever’reSt uPOn a SeCure foundation. What
today is believed, is tomorrow to be cast aside
Certainly has be n the law of advancement, a項d
S emingly must contime to be so.
〃 What has clinical therapeutics established per-
manen ly and ndisputably? Sca.rcely anything
beyo d the primary facts that quinia wi11 arrest an
intermit ent’that salts wi11 purge’and that opium
Will quiet pain and lull to sleep・ Experience is
Said to be the mother of wisdom. Verily she
has been in medicin  rather a blind leader of the
blind; and the istory of medical progress is a
history of men groping in the darkness’finding
Seemlng gemS Of truth one after another, Only in
a few minut s to cast each back to the vast heap
Of forgotten baubles that in their day had also been
mistaken f r veri i s.
信In the past there is scarcely a conceivable ab-
Surdity that men h ve not tested by experience
and for a time found to be the thing desired; in
the present, h mceopathy and other similar delu葛
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Sions are eagerly embraced and honestly believed
in by men who rest their faith upon experience.
Narrowlng Our gauge tO the regular profession and
to a few decades, What do we see? Experience
teaching that not to bleed a man suffering from
PneumOnia is to consign him to an unopened
grave, and experience teaching thatわbleed a man
Suffering from pneumonia is to consign him to a
grave never opened by nature.”
This author’aS yOu have seen, StateS that up to
Within thirty years practica11y’all therapeutic
knowledge had been gained by, and was based
upon, emPlrlCISm; at the same time he would
Seem tO SuggeSt that with a recognition of the
fault and under a new reglme a marked advance
Should be expected・ And the question as to
Whether or not this expectation has been fulfilled
may be a.nswered by the following; this from an
authoritative work published in I899 :
白The treatment of chlorosis affords one of the
most brilliant instahces_Of which we have but
three or four喜Of the specific action of a remedy.
Apart from the action of quinine in malarial fever,
and of mercury and iodide of potassium in syphilis,
there is no other drug, the beneficial e債ects of
Which’We Can traCe With the accuracy of a scien舶c
experiment. It is a minor matter how iron cures
chlorosis.”
This, then, aCCOrding to the evidence offered, is
all that exists today in medicine which is at once
definite and resting upon a scientific basis.
All else, if the opinions expressed be accepted
aS authOritative’muSt be regarded as resting upon
a foundation of experience alone’and be’tO Say
the least, Of questionab】e value.
Then judging the worth of empiricism from
What it has established of a positive character dur-
ing its Iong existence, I am afraid that few will
feel that m′uch has been accomplished or that any
great catastrophe had occurred were humanity de-
Prived of this branch of medieal service.
Yet’When viewed from another standpoint the~
ev dence accumulated becomes of almost inestim_
able value.
‘ A little more tha  a century ago声.Physician
evidently far in advance of his time in both edu-
Cat on and mental development’Observing the few
facts which a legitimate empiricism had estab-
1ished’aS We11 as the failures, Which were certainly
not less prominent, COnCluded that the curative
action of a drug’When it existed, WaS inaccordance
With wh t he and many of his followers dared 6all
=a law.,, But the application of his newly dis置'
COVered - Or redisc vered - Principle necessitated
a complete rev lution’an entirely new conception,
from thatwhich h  before existed as to the char_
Where previously men had sought a sp中島c for
a disease as an entity, reCOgnlZmg Only such
SymPtOmS aS Were eSSential in order that a diag-
nosis might be made, Hahnemann asserted that the
Sum tOtal of all symptoms which might bをpfesent
WaS, in reLality, trul  indicative of the disease, and
 so far s the selection of the curative remedy or
remedies was concemed  WaS the key of the prob-
lem which had so Iong ba鮒ed the medical profes-
If empiricism had but served to demonstrate the
existence of the law it might indeed have rested
COntent, there b ing,」 venture to say, hardly an
event in history which has been so far-reaChing in
ext , Or Of greater service to humanity, than this,
Which must have done so much in modifying the
PraCtices which were formerly in vogue.
Those f .miliar with medical histbry appreciate
this; and those who are not’have but to compare
the m thods om only practiced, less than a cen二
tury ago, With hose of today, tO understand how
great the change has been.
That it was brought abou亡, Iargely by the dis-
COVery Of the homceopathic principle) may be
evidenced by the fact that during twenty-four
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hund腿d years the progress of medicine was lnSlg-
nificant’COmPared with that which has taken place
since Hahnemann’s time.
But,it seems that in medicine, emPlrlCISm muSt
do more than to demonstrate the existence of the
law. The difficulties naturally encountered seem
not∵tO have been recognized, Or’if recognized’
wene、nOt duly appreciated. The combined influ-
ences of prejudice, Of ignorance, and of the un-
avoidまbly occurring failures were sufficient to
ov境shadow the great value of the discovery・
Nevertheless, SO Iong as a comparison of the
practices of the opposing or differing schooIs
showed二that on the one hand, it was the custom to
bleed a patient, almost regardless of the nature of
the ailment from which he might be su任ering, and
that other expedients equally absurd were daily
resorted to ; that on the other, Only a minute dose
of medicine, PrObably incapable of doing harm,
even i書it did no good, WaS given, and added to
this, the d描erence in the death rate, Which must
have been, and surely was, PreSent, it would be
expected that many would support what we may
term the newer school, regardless of the theories
involved.
Later on, When the differences were reduced to
a ,minimum, the problem became quite a differ-
entone. Fewhaving the courage of a Dunham
to declare the principle信a law,’’the practice買a
science,” the majority Jegarding similia asりa
rule,’’and medicine as信an art,” the temptation
confronting all must be to agree with that which
is, for the time being, mOSt POPular, and for the
exponents of the homceopathic doctrine to little
by little adopt the practices of the predominant
school, Seemingly losing sight of the fact that the
m(舶able followers of the very system from which
they adopt so much, are universally dissatisfied
with that upon which they are accustomed to rely.
The.fact that the so-Called specifics of yesterday
a鯵today cast aside seems not to have been su範-
ciently suggestive that the popular fad of today
wi11 tomorrow in its tum be classed with what has
been so aptly termed’・・the baubles that have in
their day also been mistaken for verities・’’
The cause of truth may be advanced both by
its universal recognition as a truth and by the
emonstration of the falsity of other doctrines
which are contradictory, but so Iong as a doubt
exists in the mind of theindividual as to the merits
of t o, Or O  more than two, SyStemS, just so long
will he be deterred from the performance of his
best work.
The cure of an evil depends primarily upon its
recognition as an evil) the remedy of a fa.ult
upon its being known as such.
When an empirical practice may at last have
demonstrate the unworthiness of what is false in
medicine, When each rival of the truth shal=n its
turn have,been tried and found wanting, the law,
i=ounc!ed upon truth, Shau at last stand alone,
proven by the failure of other expedients to be the
only principle by which curative results from the
use of medicinal agents may be expected. Then,
n  then only, Will th  period of value of empiric-
ism have passed. Then sha= the law have been
established b yond the reach of a doubt.
Failures must occur, but in the event of such
the f ult can but be charged to the o任ending
member. The physician, reCOgnizing the fact that
the reason of his non-SuCCeSS reStS With himself
nd notwith the law, muSt be expected to remedy,
in so far as he is able, the fault which is present.
To those at the beginning of a professional
career the ed of a guiding principle must be ap-
parent. Admitting the truth of the homceopathic
law’the success with which it may be applied
must depend up n t e knowledge of the physician,
both as to the natur  of disease and as to the
P OPerties an powers of the drugs which may be
at his command.
The gre t r the knQWledge of the individual, SO
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correspondingly of value will be the testimony as
to the truth or as to the falsityof the law by which
he may have been guided.
If, at the end, One has added his part to the
establishment of the Iaw much will have been ac-
complished, but not of less value will be the testi-
mony which, though ‾not assisting in the estab-
1ishment of the law, has to a no less degree
advanced the cause of truth.
WOMEN IN MEDICINE.
HARRIET A. WILLIAMS, ’03.
THE subject, “Women in Medicine,’’is one of
great interest’nOt Only to those who have glVen
special attention to the higher education and ad-
vancement of women, but also to a11 who desire
that women sha11 have equal privileges with men to
fit themselves to do the greatest amount of good,
and render the greatest amount of help to others・
Intelligent men and women nowadays discuss’
not so much whether women have a right to study
medicine and be physicians, aS Whether they are
adapted to the practice of medicine’Whether, Or
not, they wil=ose more than they will gain by
adopting this arduous and exacting profession’
whether, in a. word, they are physically, menta11y’
and morally qua舶ed to undertake and continue
in this work. There can be no question of as
much importance as this, Which will not admit of
adverse as vVell as of favorable arguments, and no
cause, however good言s benefited by viewing it
only from one side. No one should allow himself
or herself to be swayed by prejudice, and I hope
to speak with such moderation and fairness as to
influence you言f at a11, by the reasonableness of
What I may say.
Among other things let us contrast the qua舶-
cations to practice medicine of the average man
with those of the average woman, Show that if the
latter is not always adapted to her chosen -PrOfes-
sion in every way, neither is士he former. vShow
h。W eaCh excels the other in natural gifts, how
each may supplem nt the other, how小e purify-
ing and sympathe ic attitude and influence of
women as a class m y be increased and譲tended
by their being brought as individuals into cIoser
touch and contact with the larger, eVery-day
life of many people. How women ought‾to
grow broader and be teachers of other things be-
sides mathematics, muSic, and literature; how
they can enter and take a place in all legitimate
work without being less womanly or disdaining
their highest place as home-makers and hou¥Se-
keepers・ It is supposed by some that women, On
account of home duties, CannOt SuCCeed as physi-
cians, but multitudes have no homes. To be the
mistress of a home is, Of course, WOman,s primary
and principal sphere’but to be obliged to get
married to escape starvation is a sad alternative’
and often the cau e of misery’ COmPared with
which, Singleness is blessedness indeed. If young
women, PreVious to th ir marrlage’Should get a
medical education it would be of great practical
value in the r domestic relations, instead of being
thrown aside, aS are their ornamental require-
ments. women seem to be natural-born pkysi-
cians and urses, eSPeCially where their own sex
and children are concerned, and even without a
medical educa ion many of them fⅢ a large sphere
of us fulness in the healing art. Great is-|the cour-
age as well as the skill of woman in ministeringto
the sick.
Women should be educated as physicians手be-
cause if they are not, they will practiee'二Without
education.
Some persons absurdly fancy that it is.not
proper nor delicate for women to study medicine.
But surely it c mot be improper toこStudy rthe
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rlOblest specimen of the Creator’s workmanship, aS
displayed in the human Organism, tO learn its
WOnderfu仁mechanismJ and how to keep it in
healthful action, and to restore its tone and har-
中onious play when lost. It is not supposed that
血s study debases accomplished and re丘ned
young‾men; Why should it youngwomen? The
fact is, the tendency of these studies is to elevate
the mind’COrreCt mOrbid and prurient imagina-
tion, and replace an affected and fanciful nicety by
reason and real delicacy. At any rate, it is more
PrOPer and delicate for one woman in a thousand
to study and practice medicine than for the whole
number to do without women physicians, and em-
PIoy men only, in all cases. There are, doubtless,
many instances of women sinking into early graves
becat]Se they persisted in refusing to communicate
their sufferings to a physician.
Some suppose that women have not the self-
POSSeSSion and firmness requisite for the di鯖cul-
ties they will encounter. So Iong as they are
ignorant and helpless they will, Of course, eXhibit
awant of th?Se qualities, but let them have the
POW’er and skill which knowledge, and practice
give, tOgether with a feeling of professional
responsibility, and their firmness in scenes of dan-
ger and distress will equal their quickness of per-
CePtion and their sympathy with su鮎ering・
Again, it is objected that women physicians can-
notりget about.,’ Women nurses have no diffi-
chlty in going or being carried where they are
Wanted) and it appears that the women physicians
get about very expeditiously on the side読alks and
in the hacks of the city’and not only so, but they
visit neighboring towns and states. Women wi11
go where duty and humanity cal].
The poet calls woman仕a ministering angel,,,
When pain and anguish wring the brow. If her
ministrations are guided merely by a blind sym-
Pathy, She may destroy instead of saving, but let
her have knowledge and skill in the divine art of
healing equal to her sympathy with su債ering) and
She will ind ed deserve the poet,s appellation.
Women should be introduced as auxiliaries into
he medical rofession’because it is incomplete
and d fective without them. Great benefit must
result to the healt  and physical well-being of
SOCiety from he sanitary and medical education
Of women. Th s k owledge has hitherto been
locked up n the medical schooIs and craniums of
men’Who have not the reputation of being so
COmmunicative as the other sex. It will now be
d描used among ose who most need it, and can
most advantageously use it言n the nursery, the
Sick- OOm, and in the physical education of the
yOung・
Women are needed in the female departments
Of our insane and other hospitals. Doubtless
SCOreS and hundreds of the unfortunate women in_
mates of lunatic asylums might, by the tact, Skill,
and sympathy of a physician of their own ;ex, be
restored to bodily and mental health, Who other-
Wise would be put upon the list o=he hopeless
and incurable.
The medical m n were at丘rst singularly unani-
mous in the disapproval of any such professional
education for women, and while these山en言n the
Pride of their conservatism, Were leisurely prepar-
ing to begin to take into consideration the advisa-
bility of making the 〃 necessary investigation ,,
into these vital issues of scien揃c therapeutics and
WOman’s fit ess for professiona=abors the women
have been at work to test practically these ques-
tions, the testimony of the instructors being that
they h v  never observed greater proficiency ln
male students’Or mOre enthusiasm in the pur斗1it
Of anatomic l and medical knowledge・
We are here because our con?Plex society calls
for women physicians, and the call is for ladylike
WOmen, gentle as the wives and daughters who are
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to be our future patients, for wome11 Who are truly
refined, Who’POSSeSSmg SymPathy’POSSeSS also
tact and judgment, Who do not desire to compete
With men, but to supplement men・s work’and by
Skill and influence assist in preservlng and restor-
ing health of mind and body.
We feel that what women have already accom-
-Plished in the medical profession justifies their
COntinuance in this important work, and we there-
fore confidently await the time when all shall
Cheerfully concede that medical women’aS a body,
are as intelligent’aS honest, aS unSelfish, and as
qualified as the practitioners of the opposi亡e sex.
THE COUNTRY PHYSICIAN OF TODAY.
J: cusHING GALLISON, M,D.
. THE subject which I have chosen is one famil_
iar to you all・ It is =The Country Physician.,,
He is your most intimate friend and acqaintance,
One Whom you have wintered and summered’a.nd
have known on臆ly too well, and fortunate is it if
ramiliarity has not bred contempt. It would be
PreSumPtuOuS in me to for one moment suppose
that I can bestow upon you any new ideas in this
COnneCtion’and I sha11 deem mysel=ortunate in-
deed to succeed in reminding you of some that
are old.
Within the la,St tWenty years a marvellous
Change has come in the status of the country phy-
Sician. The modem means of rapid cormunica-
tion by steam and electricity have so broadened
this field of opportunity and activity that far more
is expected and exacted from the country doctor
than that which su範ced the requirements of even
twenty years ago.
Crude ideas of pathoIogy and physioIogy, little
Chemistry’and less minute anatomy have been rele-
gated to the limbos with the primitive pharmacy and
Saddle-bags f our ancient medical pioneers. Yet
far be it from my intention to disparage those old
medical heroes who言n theif isolation, fought
death single-handed with isuch crude m註ns完t
their disposal, and often with such ina十velldus suc-
CeSS. The old立eteran who pe正ormed tracheot-
Omy by the light of a talIow dip with no instru-
ments but a jack-knife and hair-Pin; deserves to
rank with the noblest heroes of the profession.
W cannot forget that many of the brilliant surgi-
Cal successes of the past have been achieved by
inspiration bom of necessity. Many a‾student
may look with the liveliest interest through‘ a m享-
CrOSCOPe at a SeCtion of some tissue, and in ’ten
minutes if asked to draw, Or iven accurately de-
SCribe that at which he has been looking, Will Pfo-
test his inability. Many a student may del毒ht
his instructor by his cIose familiarity withJ text-
book descriptions of every fom of cardiac lesion’
and an hour ]ater in the clinic’eVen With instru-
ments of percussion in hand, Show himself utteriy
unable to differentiate the most dissimilar ones.
This is because he has never leamed to see, tO
Observe, and without this = education of the age ”
Which’aS the great Foth rgill so trenchanfly says,
“c not be forgotten or mislaid like an instru_
ment,’’what possibilities.of diagnosis i16ne will he
not miss when he passes from st。dent `to physi-
Cian, from theory to practice主As to the need of
logic, Of power to reason, tO PrOCeed firmly frorII
PrOmise to influerice’CauSe tO effect, We need not
Say mOrt than that it is to the absence of lhese
things that we owe the windy chaos, Which nowa-
days passes as argument on inedical subjeQtS.
白To knowthe inside of books, and to hive a
notion that God ain,t writ nothin, but books,” is,
as Mitchell’s fine old backwo。dSman justly’ob-
SerVeS’a failing of m;ny’and of none more fatally
than of the average medical student.
In these days of keen com亘etition when every
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year malces the world’s prizes harder to get, the
Victories and rewards o=ife are for those who, by
indomitable pluck and energy, are able to grasp
and retain their own.
バThe world is full of fooIs, and he who would
CSCaPe an aSS muSt bide at home, lock up the
door, ahd break his Iooking glass・,,
Let us resoIve, then, at the very threshold of
Our Student life, tO be of mutual assistance to each
Other in the toilsome climb toward the goal of
our ambition.
Let us study how to make our efforts most
‾effective, and question by v融at system we can
best pfOgreSS. These are golden hours, and the
Opp〇十tunity which they present to us may never
return.
Unitedly, let us resoIve to be present at every
lecture, eaCh in its order, that is arranged for us
`′during the term, and that nothing except illness
‾Or the unavoidables shall shake our resolution.
AIso to reduce to writing every important fact
‾ PreSented by our professors.
_secondly, let us resolve to dissect every part of
the human body with the utmost care until we be-
’come expert anatomistsタarld have acquired accu-
rate knowledge of all the important structures of
¥the body, all the great muscles that sustain it in
‾‾the erect position and move it about; the liga-
ments; the fascia:, and the course and relations of
all thengreat blood vessels and nerves. Let us
‾ Carefully examine all those parts where important
Surgical operation may be required’the cervical’
axillary, and inguinal regions especia11y. We
Should ever remember that anatomical study, how-
ever dry it may sometimes appear, is the founda.一
tion of all acCurate education, and that no solid
and enduring reputation has ever been reared
tiPOn any Other foundation. We will also patiently
PIod along our physioIogical path, however ob-
SCtlre; resolving tcr acquire accurate knowledge of
th  organs of respiration, Circulation, and diges-
tion, O  the functions of liver, SPleen, kidneys, and
bladder, SPurred on by the thought that some day
human life may depend upon our accurate ana-
tomical and physioIogical knowledge ; and finally,
We Will strive in every proper way to keep in
health, body and mind, and arrange and pursue
our studies in a methodical manner so as to re-
tain and ncrease any little store of knowledge we
may have acquired in letters and in arts) nOt know-
ing butthat in the near future we may be called
upon to ass ciate wi h-those amongst whom gen-
eral knowledge may be required to support the
dignity of American p ysicians.
The pupil of the isolated country doctor had
but one master, few books, and very restricted
Clinical opportunities; the student at the modern
medical school has forty masters, amPle libraries,
and an endless variety of bedside instruction. A
few generati ns agp the knowledge and skill of the
most sagacious and.experienced physicians were
likely 'tO Perish with him, Or tO be precariously
ransmitt d to a few immediate disciples.
Now every accidental discovery, eVery reSult of
long-CO inued obs rvation, eVerything which med-
ical sagacity discerns or genius devises can be
PrOmulgated in societies, reCOrded in medica=it-
eratur , and made easily accessible to future en-
quirers by catalogues and inde二xes・
Nothing which the loneliest physician or sur-
geon learns ne d be ost to the profession or man-
kind. To h al the individual bodies brought
under his care was almost the only aim of the
good phy ician of preceding centuries, but now
w der i teres demand a share of his attention.
He tudies to prevent isease; he strives to root
Out Of society the causes of physical degradation
and con amination; he contends against noxious
trades and numerous occupations; he fights con一
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tagion and the irrational dread of it. In short’
his mind ranges far beyond the healing of individ-
uals to the welfare of the race.
Now a11-the newer and larger modes of action
require co-OPeration’Organization’and co11ective
public influence’and many new arts had to be
discovered and brought into use before this co-
operation and organization became possible. The
revelations of the microscope have revolutionized
medical thought and practice. Without steam
power’Cheap prir}ting’and rapid mails the ad-
vance made in medicine by the last two genera-
tions could not have been-aChieved.
THE VALUE OF HOSPITAL EXPERIENCE.
ALBERTA S. BOOMHOWER, M.D.
THERE is evidently a mistaken judgment on the
part of each class which graduates from the Bos-
ton university SchooI of Medicine in regard to
the value of hospital experience. A proof of this
is frequently manifested by a disregard of hospital
appointments in general’and recently it was dem-
onstrated in particular by a failure of the last
graduating class to present a su範cient number of
candidates to supply the positions of inteme at
the Massachusetts Homcropathic Hospital.
Although it is true that in past years a similar
state of affairs has come about in a few instances,
it is, neVertheless, Of occurrence rare enough to
make its explanation a matter of speculation. In
special cases undo‘'btedly the necessity for begin-
ning at once to eam money prohibits the newly-
made physician from glVmg, Without financial re-
muneration, a year Or mOre tO hospital work・
Yet even this argument may be ruled out by the
o債setting one of increased capabilities resulting
from hospital training’Which give in the end a
surer and more speedy money-eaming faculty.
Th6 explanation advanGed byしmemb糎fS Of the
class referred to for their delinquency言s ;On ‘the
ground of lateness of occurrence of trial壷Ⅹaminar
tions. Owing to this, they say’it is impossible
to make timely and definite plans for the summer,
and since no one is sure of the- aPPOintment he
d es not care to venture on an unCertainty. If’
therefore, an OPPOrtunity for empIoyment comes
pr vious to the examinatiohs he seizes it as being
the available = bird in the hand,” and does not= aト
Iow the seductive twitterings of warblers in the
bus  to lure him on to illusory chances∴
However plausible this theory may appear at
first glance it is seen clearly on second thought to
be inadequate言ndeed it does not even hint at、the
solution. On the contrary, Were the real lreasOn
searched for it would be found, I confidently be-
1ieve, tO have a much deeper origin in the fact
hat the position of interne is unpopularized’if the
word may be撃ed’by members of the upp糾
classes. This may c me about in one o書two
ways; either being ignorant o=he facts in the
c se th y are honest in their adverse oplnlOn, Or
being reasonably certain they have themselvesl n6
ch nce of obtaining the appointment they seek to
belittle it in the eyes of others・ A trivial ex→
planat  it seems) yet I dare say that no one has
spent f ur years in the medical schooI without
sensing an atmo phere of disfavor permeating any
discussion of白tryi g for the hospital.,, Instead
of judging the case lfrom the evidence easily ob-
ainable the adverse sentiment is allowed to con-
tinue’grQWing by the general indifference and for
lack of frank contradiction.
Realizing the  that the aforesaid unsatisfactory
condition of 任airs exists, and knowing from ex-
peri nce that i is an entirely unwarrantable con-
ception of,the case’I deem it a privilege to say a
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W6rd in defence, nay’rather in appreciation, Of the
p誼ti6n of intem詰n the hope that judgment may
beおin諭nore just aLS vision becomes clearer.
壷eすe is, Perhaps, nO m。.。 Satisfa。t。ry Way 。f
d6瑛子t轟s士han t6 specify briefly some of the
b認e継続油i軽from the service完nder discus-
si轟軒轟血large o? eacri as occasion seems to
轟舘泌d∴高言牛∴　　　　-
3輔きf6ilJwing p9ints then may be enumerated
as完‾t講inglout with partic。lar prominence on the
g穣r豹. fi61d‘6f experience :
I. Trainihg in the methods of asepsIS.
▲ 2.汗Fa壷il癌ity with the use of anasthetics.
弓∴ Opport血itids for ihvestigating large num-
ber主Of cases二
号; _Opporturiities forあserving and compafing
meth6d; of different読rgeons and medical men.
5・面riting of‘records・
葛6. ’Assもciatfon with large‘humbers of people.
7. E童erience誼the practice of obstetrics.
‘8. 1General scienti丘c broadening and丘nish・l
I have placed fir;t ori the liSt `亘aining in asep-
Si5,’’is well because oi iis essentially important
relation to hearly all phases c/f medical practice as
豊u豊島誓書謹書s h露語霊
ta誼ly蒜ne竜any other, Carry Outl the prmCiples
Of asepsis to sJch a degree of p料fection as. does
the M急tsachusetts Hoinceopathic Hospital. Only
by the detual wi)rking of these principles can one
begin to grasp品eir signi丘cance,1and it inay be
stated a読n宣t二repeated( maxim that the average
praCtitioner ne完’thoroughly appreciates the
minute detail and fineness of execution necessary
td fulfirt厳s law 6f cleanliness・ l Indeed one宣ay
go eveh f完rther∴and say that without careful drill-
1Pg ln ;bme such training school as a hospital
OPerating-rOOm’the ineamng Of asepsIS IS neVer
fully taken in"　From the benches one may see it
PraCticed to the end of time, but until his hands
are actually in it, Or) SPeaking more precisely, un-
til is han s are trained to keep out of it, the sub-
jett is to him a hopeless problem.
To illustrate this universal lack of understand_
ing et me b。rrOW an incident or two from the oc-
CaSional happenlngS Of the amphitheatre :
A physidan from a neighboring town one morn-
ing brought in a case of gunshot wound. The
usual painstaking preparations were made for op-
e ating, and when the surgeon was ready to be-
gin the visiting doctor’in eagerness to point out
the course of the bullet as he believed it, drew his
finger across the sterile field of operation. In the
Sudden ess of surprise the surgeon unthinkingly
asked if the visitor’s hands were clean, and re-
Ceived  answer to the effect that they had been
SOake  well in bichloride before leaving home.
At another time I recall an outside physician
WaS tO aCt aS aSSistant in an important case. After
going labor ou lyノthrough the steps of rendering
hands sterile he deliberately picked up his specta-
C es from a w dow-Sill near by, and adjusting
them to his eyes started in to the operation.
Needless to say he w  promptly held up by the
ever-WatChful eye of a trained habitu6 and the
error corrected.
These are two examples of extreme degreeJ it is
true’yet Sl ps of lik  nature are o=requent hap」
Penlng・ Whether or▼ not their importance is
exaggerated they re a source of apprehension to
those who bear the r sponsibility of operations.
They are errors which break up the continuity of
asepsis, introduce an uncontrollable factor, and
eliminate the f eling of security attendant upon
thoroughly trained execution.
The second point in the enumeration’‘experi-
ence in the use of an穏Sthetics, is of equal imporト
ance to the foregomg’and like it is also a product
Of the operating-rOOm. During his term of ser-
vice hundreds of cases for an穏Sthesia come under
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the supervision of the inteme. The successful
management of these in the routine of the clinics
and in the frequent introduction of emergencies
brings about a considerable degree of skill, and
gives him at‘ the end an assurance in the use of
ether and chloroform which is of inestimable value
in his subsequent career.
-　The third item) mOre general in its character’is
COndensed under the term, =investigation of
CaSeS:’ It needs little comment since it is/self_
eviden七that in an institution of scope opportuni-
ties for studying cases are limitless. Usua11y a
CaSe may be followed from start to finish in all its
Varying phases as to diagnosis, COurSe, treatment,
and outcome._
CIosely upon当nvestigation of cases ,, follows
付observation of methods ,Of treatment.,, While
the interne is・nOt `Often called on to originate
directions he is Iooked to for their carrying out,
and may thus obierVe PrOgreSS, COmPare reSults,
and judge with unprejudiced mind the relative
merits and demerits of different methods. It is
indeed tfue- that opportunities for personal work
in the handling of knife and needle are few. It is
also true that each interne rebels against the re-
Striction. At the same time言f one show a maxi-
mum amount of adaptability and cleverness, nOt
to speak of a little persistence and patience’he
Stands a chance of getting in on his own account
a few stitches or a fewstrokes of a curette. The
number depends’aS has been suggested, mOre Or
less on his own e鮎ort and a little, tOO, On the al-
truistic development of his-Chief. And yet, eVen
if after the exercise of all the above-mentioned
arts he should stil=ail of actually買performing
OPerations’’it is not an irreparable loss・ Unques-
tionably the constant repetition of technique as
he sees and records it, tOgether with the skill he
may attain in the art o上diagnosis, qualify the in-
terne by no means illy to do ,On his own account
OPerations of ordinary severity.
I have just now made mention of the “record-
ing of operations,,, the fifth point to be consid-
ered, One Which’in th  eye of mo?t intemes, has
no redeeming qua ity. In my last sentence.not-
Withstanding, I have hinted at a possible benefit to
be derived from the ct, namely, the permanent fix-
ation i調the memory of the technique of operations.
That it has drawbacks as well, this record writing, I
do not care to deny・ The chidi of these, aPartfrom
th  mere m chan cal discomfort, is.that of inaccu-
racy. In the rush and hurry of a白big clinic”
cords are the last things thought of,、 and
When in the eve ing the tired inteme sits down to
Write reports it is small wonder if his memory may
have grown a shade hazy, and if the act then take
On SOmething of the perfunctory. Merely as a
COntraSt in method I noted with interest in Leo-
POld’s clinic in Dresden on how different a †basis
rested the matter f record writing. After.each
OPeration of importance the professor himself took
time and precaution to dictate accurately to an
assistant’detailed for the purpose, the conditions
found and the steps ta en. It caused a slight de-
lay’tO be sure’but it abolished beyond a doubt
any chance for obscurity. Records are drythings
for the most part’yet OCCaSions arise when they
become of vital signi丘cance; aS hospital features,
th refore, they must always have substantial ex-
istence.
It eems but na ural at this point to interrupt
the subj c  of record writing by “ association with
PeOPle’,’as indeed too often is the actual happen-
1ng. P ople as physicians, aS Patients, aS friends
Of patients, disagreeable and pleasant, ignorant
and ed cated, rich and poor, alike, SOOner Or later
丘nd their way i to a hospital. With these in one
C争PaCity or ahother the inteme is called to asso-
Ciate. Often hi  tactfulness and dipIomatic pro-
Cliv ties re strenuously tested. If at the outset
he does not possess these qualitiesitstands him in
good stead to cultivate them as speedily as he may.
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For these reasons, then, and for some peculiar
ones which each individual must estimate for him-
selらeach prospective graduate should think Seri-
ously before he lets slip by untried an opPortu-
nity for hospital appointment. The perplexities
which one-meets in practice are at best many.’ If
by previous preparation the number can be reduced
just so much is the gain. If one elects to practice
medicine let itbe under the full glare of a11 the
light attainable.
BUGBEARS IN OBSTETRICS.
GEORGE H. EARL, M.D.
THE beginner in the practice of obstetrics often
has in his mind two or three things which he has
leamed to particularly dread・ Among these may
be mentioned ruptured perineum, POSt-Partum
hemorrhage, and adherent placenta.
A iew hints touching only upon each of these
d描culties may not be out of place in THE
STUDENT.
Rupture of the perineum will occur occasionally;
in spite of any amount of ski11 and care. In a
certain proportion of cases the outlet is too small,
even when stretched to its utmost limit’tO a11ow
the head to pass・ A tear in that case is inevitable’
or acut, made at one sideタaS an altemative. This
cut is known as an episiotomy・
Nature’s method of avoiding a rupture is to
gradually dilate by alternately stretching and re-
1axing, ‘.e・, the head is pushed down during a
pain and should recede between the pains・ The
guarding of the perineum is best secured by
cIosely imitating this plan・ In addition’the head
should be delivered just after the cIose of a paln,
prevented from emerging during a pain’and made
to recede between pains if necessary. This plan’
with perhaps the application of hot, Wet tOWels to
the distended perineum’COmPrises the necessal’y
treatment. The hot applications not only promote
relaxation, but materially lessen subsequent dis-
Post-Partum hemorrhage should be言n nearly
everycase,ra PreVentable mishap. As a rule’POSt-
partum =flooding,, is ue to the fact that “the
uterus has been allowed to become exhatlSted by
too Iong continued, and perhaps ineffectual,
e債orts.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ノ
The treatment, then言s to be alert during /the
entire labOr tO aVOid this exhaustion or inertia.
The correction o=aulty positions, ruPture Of too
persistent membranes, timely- uSe O=orceps’all’
are parts of the preventive treatment.
` But in every case an uninterrupted watch of the
fundus i most important. From the moment of
d livery the trained hand should be ever on the
fundus, Or at least not leave i=or more than la
minute at a time, and then only when the uterus
is in a st te  firm contraction. Gentle massage,
slight pressure at various points with the tips ot
the fingers, remind the uterus of its duty and keep
t up to the mark. It‘is the contraction and fin-
ally the pemanent retr ction of the uterus which
must be depended upon in all cases td contro=he
hemorrhage and keep it withih proper’;.e・・ Phys-
ioIogical) limits・
To discuss the treatment would take us too far
for the limits of this sketch, but, in general,
mechanical m an are the ones t6 be depended
upon. In a real case a woman might bleed to
death twice over before any drug could be made
Emptying the uterus oi cIots, and carrying a bit
of gauze soaked in vinegar into the cavity with the
hand, may be done instantly’and combined with
mechanical irritation and compression is a pro-
cedure which may be depended upon. Later, tO
maintain contraction, a hot intra置uterine douche.
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Adherent placenta is not a common d准culty’
but is occasionally met.
The differential diagnosis must be carefully
made in each case and treatment varied accord-
ingly.
At the beginning of the third stage the placenta
is practically always adherent. As contractions
go on it bec。meS detached. When detached it
should be expelled. Unti=t becomes detached
e儲orts at expulsion are not only useless but harm-
ful, SO a diagnosis should always be made.
If the placenta is still attached or adherent the
uterus is flattened, and if the placenta is丘rmly at-
tached or adherent at some point the uterus wi11
be有cuffed" at that point’a distinct depression
being felt. When the placenta is really detached
and ready for expulsion or expression, the uterus
will be distinctly and evenly rounded over its
entire extent. Then, With the hand well down
behind the fundus, graSPing, if possible’the whole
organ, uSing both hands if necessary, gently but
firmly compress the fundus, PuShing at the same
time in the direction of the axis of the inlet. This
manceuvre must be made just as a contraction be-
gins, and if not successful wait for the next con-
traction.
As to the membranes, aVOid rotating the
placenta, tO tWist the membranes into白a rope.’,
The contraction which expels the placenta’COn-
tinuing grasps the less bulky membranes in the os
and holds them.　Wait until(the uterus relaxes
and they will slip out themselves. Twisting them
simply twists them off if they are adherent.
Remember, tOO, that the third stage o=abor is
complete only with the firm and permanent re-
traction of the uterus.
On Friday? October z4? the census of the hospital
registered 2I9? the largest number of patients ever
accommodated at any one time.
護輩難読護碧。.-ん勧lわ扮
HOW TO BUILD A DOCTOR.
A good) StaunCh doctor you would have me build
As with material good our yard is飢Ied;
But let me say) yOur Simile is tame?
For ship and doctor never were the same.
One with a goodly rudder always starts?
While t’other is not up -in sailing artsI
But drifts about) Sheets且ying in the wind)
Unless? PerChancel his alma mater kind
Had nurtured him to know sあク荻a
LS’tmih’bu∫ Cu7.a7Zt%r is a law.
Nor shall I build him in that ancient mould,
So dark and gloomy like that hu]k ofold;
That.ancient ship w th towers round that frowned
Like a great curly wig on a bald crown・
Nor shall I want upon his ruby nose
Those spectacles) like signa=ights repose ;
Nor in his hand gold-headed cane abide
To ply his ose) his ignorance to llide.
NoI Sir; my doctortrue) I wiss,
Shall bear another, better form than this.
But where to find the sthff? Ah, there’s the rub;
For model or receipt I vainly search the Hub.
I want a principle to build upon.
Unless I find it〕 Why) there wi11 be none.
And thus I search all new and ancient lore;
I Iook where I have never looked before.
In Boylston stfeet and yonder Beacon hill,
But never found what suited well my will.
韮誓書葦藍霊嵩蒜輩霊s ,
But nev r ight I fou d nor aught I leamed
Till to the art of cookery I tumed・
I found a book which gave the true receipt-
Not how to make a doctor, nO, indeed!
But how to cook-WellうWhat do you suppose?
Wh ? CO餌ee ’twas this ancient tome proposed・
Thus the receipt:白A goodly drink to make,
Good co節ee, tO be sure, yOu erSt muSt take;
For of no consequence is all the rest.
Oh) gentle reader) fix that to your taste.,’
The secret now I had, a doctor how to build ‥
Take genuine stuffand hope will be餌filled.
And now he・s done’he,s built up bright and smart
A cranium full ofwi dom from the start,
A blessing fi-Om mamma) nOt Vainly spent’
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A goodly sum from pa to pay for o任ce rent.
Now let us see which way our doctor steers-
Whether to fame or disappointment’s tears ;
Whether he seeks the easy golden road’
Or chooses rugged paths whereon to bear his Ioad.
The fable says) the golden path) it tends
To disappoint調ent, Which in trouble ends.
The novice) ifhe love himseIf too well)
May never have ofa true love to tell.
His own sweetheart he will have to be)
And true felicity he,ll never see.
Tho, wealthy pat宣・OnS Often flock. to.him
Who most himselfadmires, ’tis their whim.
A wise expression and a chronic smile
For all who come wi11 serve well for a while.
工t ends not the】・e ; mOre gOlden grows the way-
Wealth’local ] lme, and favor grow each day.
And still unsatisfied) Our doctor ’gins to boast
And look down on his colleagues? Whom he’d roast
Because he deems himself superior to all ;  .
With taunting them begins his downward fall.
With vaunted skillうand with assurance vain,
He may some shorトIived admiration gain ;
When cures quite marvelous he claims to do,
Though heard by many he’s believed by few.
In vain at last he panders to the cl.OWd,
The game’s too Iong with luck to play it out.
Thus) disappointment stares him in the face
And martyrdom of臆Vanity takes place.
The unappreciated genius doth toil,
And all for what-a dose ofcastor oiL
A dose ofcastor oil hath ended his career)
And now let’s see how t’other doctor steers.
Ah, like true co鯖ee, made ofbetter stuff;
We see him take the harder road? though rough.
Not satisfied・With easy three years, course)
For cramming a fourth year he’s none the worse.
Attentively) he on his lectures dotes,
His eye demurely fastened on his notes ;
By lavish smiles makes.no professor blush)
But wisely strives to keep his notebook flush.
To quizzes with alacrity he,ll tend
When he finds out that these count in the end.
He curbs his eloquence out in the entry wide
While the professor’s eloquent inside.
With virtues such as these he will not fail
To weather every squall and every gale.
And being launched abroad with well-StOCked mind
Still) many rOCks and shoals he’s sure to find,
And many a time by doubts tormented be
To choose between the白schooIs,,, as we shall see.
The e stands白old medicine),, so venerable with age)
Who counts among her hosts餌I many a sage.
Her classic roof upheld by columns high)
Whose capitals would f霜n reach to the sky.
And many an outstl・etched hand will try to win
The favor ofour youth and dl.aW him in
With wealth' With influence? and proudest name’
Sure to transport an aspirant for fame.
And why not join this ancient army strong?
Its praise’its frown, they should not lead you wrong.
’Twere easy to escape c9ntemPt and wrath
Aimed at all those who seek the other path.
Some may choose thus) but most ofyouJ I know,
Have chosen the more rugged path to go)
Prepared to do that which you think is best)
Though you may loose the good-Will ofthe rest.
葦謹書葦書雷管豊註u 。.
Ofthose whom yQu WOuld gladly meet as friends.
You grieve at such a 】oss’and so it ends.
17bar卿l the COnteSt in a cause like this,.
Where speedy) gentle cures are a real bliss.
For most a century訪彬荻a has stood,
And well has braved the tempest and the flood・
霧脅毅綾霊㌶霧多彩. irue・
C.W.
The o億cers for the various classes are as follows :
SENIOR.-President) Daniel O. Webster; Vice-
President, Anna M. Skinner上Secretary) Helen
McD. Junkins; Treasurer, William A. Ham.臆
JuNIOR・- President, William H. H. Gary ; Vice-
President’Harold F. Simon ; Secretary) Ruth Bar-
ker; Tr asurer, John B. May.
SopHOMORE.- President, A. J. Shadman ; Vice・
Pre ident’Marion Horton ; Secretary, Arthur K叫y ;
Treasurer, Howard Moore.
FRESHMAN.-President? Edgar F. Haines ; Vice-
President, Lydia R. Baker; Secretary) Edna M.
Childs ; T easur r, Luther Eastman.
We are glad to amounce that Prof. A. W. Weysse
may be f und at his apartments) 3　Albemarle
Chambers’Suite 3) eVery Monday evening) at Which
time he will be pleased to see any ofthe students.
賞HE ffEDlOAL /STUDENT.
Ahク%m’ ^わte∫.
Dr. David M0lllton Gardner) ’oo) has passed the
New Jersey State Board with the highest average of
the year. He is now resident physician.at a Mont-
Clair, N.J・, hospital.
‾Dr. Richard Blackmorel ,02) has opened an o飾ce
at South Ashburnham) Mass.? and is doing uncom-
monly well there.
Dr. Frank Schubm6hl) ’98, has resumed his posi-
tion as resident physician at the dispensary.
The engagement is announced of Miss Edith
Copp, drughter of Col. E・ T. Copp of Nashua’
register ofprobate) tO Dr. Harrison P. Baldwin? ’oo,
of Manchester.
Dr. H・ M. Emmons’’o2) has taken the practice of
Dr. L. G・ Haskell, at 335 Centre street, Jamalca
Dr. Clarence Crane, ,oo) WaS reSident physician
for the Burrage Hospital during the summer"
Dr. John Sproull, ’oI, WaS married October I7 to
Miss FIorence Langley of Methuen.
THE Y.M. AND Y.W.C.A. RECEPTION.
No pleasanter social event has ever taken place at
the college than the reception given by the Y・M.
and Y.W・C.‾A. Friday evening) October 3I・
It was wholly an informal a統ir, the object being
to enable the new students to become the better ac_
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quainted with the members of the upper classes and
Faculty.
A bounteous spread) PrePared by Mrs. Driscoll)
WaS erjoyed by the eighty or more students and in-
StruCtOrS PreSent, after which remarks appropriate
to the occasion were made by those of the Faculty
Who graced the occasion.
Dr. F. C. Richardson) the guest.of. the evening)
upon being presented by President Wooldridge’SPOke
in his usual happy wayl impressing upon his hQar-
ers the idea ofalways holding B.U.S.M. as a home?
In behalfof the Faculty he called attention to the
new and rowing relati ns of intimacy and cordial-
i y exist ng between hat body and the students.
This phase of our school life has never had the
PrOminenc  it now has. The remarks ofProf. F. P.
Batchelder and Dr. W. H.ノWatters evidenced their
interest in the students) a fact which is appreciated
by all who know them.
The vocal soIos by C. E. P. Thompson and G. K.
Fitzgiles were enthusiastically encored, aS Were the
PlanO Selections by D. F. Downing) W. I. Pierce’
and S. D. Whiting.
For the success of the event too much credit can_
not be given to Misses Fawcett, Junkins, a可
Stephens ofthe Senior class and Misses Allen and
B rker ofthe Junior, While the executive ability of
O. R. Chadw ll w s pl inly manif誼・ This recep-
tion ought to be a permanent yearly f轟ure.
D砂 %∫aクツDoi碕∫.
The following intemes started in at the dispensary
for duty during October and November: Misses
Fawcett, Homer, Johnson, and Roper; Messrs.
Twiss and Boynton.
To the regret of her fellow-intemes Miss Horner
found it necessary to leave the dispensary on account
Of illness・ Her place was taken by Miss Skinher,
that lady being then appointed junior medica吊nteme
t the hospital. Her place was in turn taken by
Miss Stephens.
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The obstetric internes had two cases in ten days.
Next term saw twelve ca11s, and the exhausted in-
terhes could only gasp,白Such is life on obstetric
duty・ノ’
Ouv Socl壱t多を∫.
EpsILON TAU.
On the evening of October IO Dr. Boomhower,
’99, gaVe a dinner party for the members of the
SOCiety at Hotel Kensington. There was an informal
meeting after dinner・ The following members were
PreSent: Dr"　Diemar, Dr. Newman, Dr. Neale,
Dr. Briggs, Dr. Crane, Mrs. Castle, Misses Stephens,
Woodman, Martyn, Allen, Barker, Homer.
ALPHA SIGMA.
A banquet ofthe AIpha Sigma alumni took place
at = Marliave’s,, on the evening of Friday? October
重7. The following were present:　Drs・ A. S.
Briggs, S. C. FしIller, H. O. Spalding, A. I]. Ring,
H. L. Steele, H. M. Emmons, I. H・ Kiesling, F. E.
Lambert, W. F. Adams, B. T. Loring, E. R. Lewis,
F. C. Robbins, C. H. Colgate, C. T. Howard,
A- H. BigelowうG. H. Lapham? F. R. Sedgeley.
PHI ALPHA GAMMA.
Beta chapter opened its new fraternity house on
October II With a house-Warmmg and infomal re-
CePtion to the honorary membe]S. The house is
Iocated at I8　Worcester Square, OVel▲looking the
Park, and the frate一●nity occupies three floors, the
lower floor comprising the parlor) l.eCePtion and
dining rooms? the middle fioor devoted to ].eading
and smoking rooms, and the remaillder of the house
being occupied as a dormitory by the student mem-
bers.
Y. W. C. A.
The Y. W. C. A. sincerely regrets the loss of
Miss Dart, Who was appointed secretary last year,
and was always an enthusiastic worker in the society.
A new secretary has not yet been appointed・
Owing to illness during the summer Miss Junkins
Will not be able to fulfil the¥duties of the position
appointed h r la  spring. The society realizes i重l
t is a so a very great loss, but extend to Miss Junkins
Sincere sympathy.
The meetings so far have been few and臆the ltime
has so largely been spent in preparation for the re-
CePtion that the regular work of the year has not yet
fairly begun.
We are all busy but let us not forget the Wednes-
day noon hour・ Our numbers are few, SO‾ that indi-
Vidual work and efrort must come into play.
Y. M. C. A.
The o億cers for the ensuing year are : President,
F. V. wooldridge ; Vice-President, R. T. Johnstoら
Treasurer, Peter Haigis.
Ofthe committees the chairmen are: Devotional,
W. R. Musson; Bible -Study;D. F. Downing;
Membership, O. R. Chadwell ; Missionary, Ward I.
Pierce; Music) G. C. Anthony.
Mr・ Drew) the int.er-COllegiate secretary) has re"
Signed. The posit on is now創Ied by Mr. Smylie
from Northwestern University of Chicago.(
GREGORY SocIETY.
The o億cers for this year are: President) Miss
Martyn; Vice-P宣・eSident, Miss A11en; Recording
Secretary, Miss Roper ; Corresponding Secretary,
Miss Barker ; Treasurer, Miss Woodman.
The Gregory’s usual entertainment to the Fresh-
man girls took the fo一・m this year of a chafing-dish
SuPPer, Which was given in the girls’o億ce at the
dispensary October 7.
E招haク懲杉∫ a徹〆Re毒殺∫.
``Put in practice th  most scientific and modern
medical and surgical knowledge so far as your pa-
tients and their friends permit. It is better to be up-
to-date in your practice, eVen if you now and then
lose a pa ient to som  fossil doctor, than it is to be a
fossil yourself・ In the end progl・esSion will prove
th  p ymg POlicy.’’- E. Benjamin Andrews in 7he
lわあe.
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The citizen has as much need of quarant音ine against
ignQranCe and quackery in medical practice as he has
gained against a11 forms of contagion・ -白Workings
ofMedical Law,’, in LS’t. LouおC。urie〆ゲル符diclクze・
The courteous treatment of-Patients is of th? ut-
most importance to the student as inculcating the
proper method to be adopted by him in his profes-
sional life.. Example is- mOre POtent‾than preceptI
and the example set before the stud6[lt by his clin-
iこal teachers more than all else determines his own
甲ethod§ and behavior in his later career・- ne
Uあれerst夕月ecord・
Hbゼ易I D`クart徽e%t・
Among the interestipg operations performed this
lastterm was an edebohls. The patient, at the end
Of three weeks, WaS uP, and almost ready to leave.
坐辛t:the u専e has ¥nQt ‘ shown improvement・
Whether it will at the end of six or eight months is
the interesting question.
During the week of October I8-26 there weI.e
鍋y-eight operations performed.
Two new intemeships have been created by the
Board of Trustees. One ofthese positions -interne
for the specialists-is being filled by Mr. Thomas of
the graduating class.
Miss Martyn, ’o3, is substitutirrg qs medical interne
in place of Dr: pattersoh.
It is rumored that the hospital examinations are to
be held in January this year.
The hospital has purchased a new Betts baker,
which the Senior class are havirIg the benefit of leam-
ing to use・ They are also having opportunities to
give electrical treatments.
NoTICE. -An u直op料sed ho即aopathic practice,
well established言n the soJthem part of New
Hampshire. Furth多r particulars gladly furnished to
any alumnus by addressing the edit9r.
St%読解t D re toクツ.
1903.
Abbo t, Albert F., 384 Blue Hill Ave., Roxbury.
Billington) Charles, A.B.タ1224 Tremont St.
Bowen, Enos E., Cullis Home, Dorchester.
詑塁認諾諦諾菩嘉POrChester’
Chadwell, Orville R., 22 Ashland St., Lynn.
…蕊霊,嵩宣誓金泥器蕊霊霊St’
Dean, Hubert T., 8 Chester SL, Readv王lle.
Ellis, M. Elizabeth, 95 Clifton St・, Roxbury.
Fawcett, Deborah, 555 Massachusett§ Ave.
若輩漕藍等露盤霊Ve・
書誌荒黒岩露悪蕊蕊藍OStOn’
Johnson, Mary, 551 Massachusetts Ave.
欝‡紫器器誌bridg
欝謹紫窯業霊
Roper, Flor nce T・, 555 Massachusetts Ave.
Skinner, Anna M., 6 Hi11 St., WaterしOWn.
Stephens? Edna H.) A.B.) 555 Ma雪ミaChusetts Ave.
認諾書聖綜韮薄暑三言us Av。., S。m。rVill。.
認悪罵藍惹器諾薯・ Br。adwa,, C。mbridg。.
誌謹岩謹告謹慧霊
Webster, Frede一・ick A., 50 NichoIs St., Chelsea.
Weston, Arthur F.) 670 Massachusetts Ave.
Williams, Harriet A., 7 James St・
Wimams) Ruby M.) The Woodbury, Boylston St. coT.
w霊露豊A、i。。 M., 11。 Paul G。.。 S,., Jamai。a Pl。in.
音譜言霊露盤, Massachus t s Ho皿OPathic Hos‾
鎧課器霊薬詰tsAve・  ,
Brown’Clara C.? 155 West Concord St`
Butler, Leste  E., 18 Worcester Sq.
Calderwood, Edward S・, A.B.) 221 Warren St.) Roxbury.
S霊豊藍黒念書詳窪諾葦ir。W D。r。hes,。..
Eastman, Eugene S.,‾ 178 Tremont?t.
Gary, William H. H., 17 West St” Wint.er Hill’Somerville.
諜謝#詰藍豊富River S申’a tapan ’
Holmes, LeVeme, 555 Massachusetts Ave.
Kiesling) Irving H.1 203 West Newton St.
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Lathbury) Vincent T., Elmwood.
Lee, Hal-ryJ., 18 Worcester Sq.
罵†書需プ2豊1豊葦宝島t霊
Musson, William R., 39 Sharon St.
課岩盤豊富0#蕊詳記aw.。n。。.
Pierce, Ward Iリ117 Pearl SL, Somerville.
…霊豊藍.デ蕊蕊霊蕊謹話
講盤で嵩む盤謹薯gham St・
1905.
Ballou, H. B., 75 HancockSt.
Boothby) Roland, 548 Massachusetts Ave.
BoothbJ7, Walter M., 508 Commonwealth Ave.
Byam, Bernard H., 1 Concord Sq.
‡器量音盤書き霊詰詐q ・
Hamilton, Gol・don) 18 Worcester Sq.
藍器諸島苅碁盤霊薬
認諾欝紫葦詣業霊
MacNally, D. Rっ120 West Concord St.
Mayo, Dana B., 553 Massachusetts Åve.
Moore, Howard, Newtonville.
譜薄豊語末認諾告葦・
譜磐葦露呈竿講読嘉島s亡.
藩笥豊磐薄絹蒜善書st.
Woodbury, Benjamin C., 3 Worcester Sq.
1906.
Anderson, William, 17 Snow Ave.
Baker, Lydia R., 47 East Newton St.
Bames, Israel, North Scituate.
BelらCharles Rっ88 Pembroke St.
Brown, Mrs. Sarah L., Broadway, Cambridge.
Bruckshaw, Andrew N., 120 West Concord St.
謹窪謹諾霊豊
Fitzgiles, Geo" K., 478 Shawmut Ave.
French, Robert W.) 37 Waln-1t Place, Newtonvi=e.
芸葬罵藍墨豊富詰1烹謹告嵩
Howard, LeMonde G., 690 MassachusetしS Ave.
Hubbard, H. CっNorwood.
Facts
About
Furs
We are the largest manufacturers of FINE F廿RS
in New England.
O廿R STYLES are tIle Very best ; many are eXClusive-
1y our own・
Our SEAL SACQUES CannOt be surpassed for style)
fit) Or quality.
We ma女e a specialty_Of SA寧L旦S. Our stock of
Russian and Hudson Bay Sable is very ]arge.
We make ALTERATIONS and REPAIRS PrOmPtly言n
呼sトclass manner叫yj and at-a very mOderate臆Priee.臆
|nustrated Catalogue Free.
且鞘肝億　Ka鵬患§0聡
162 TR珊ONT STR排T,
BOSTON.
Keith) Lavyrence F., North Easton.
欝轟梁讃欝豊
艶豊能墨字。詔書隷書t ・
TaylorタLouise H., 422 Meridian St., East Boston.
Troy, Alice G., 25 Vemon St., Worcestef.
SpECIAI, STUDENTS.
Baker, Samuel W., Rockland.
盤岩盤菅笠誓書笥豊t器霊?n・
Robbins, Susie G., 89 Worcester St.
Tudbury, Chester W.) Peabody.
圃圏弼圏圏圏Il臆1葛] 祐一　′・′ ・
捌EZE　心4EDlOAL　$TUDENT.
藍藷語調「
董董曲醐醐霊醐曇
paftic証ars f°rの紋, etC.
丁軸電BOV寒N器N臣cO甘,
75 We§t Houston §t,タNewYo「k,
a調d Obstet壷caまSurge鯵y.
書、食◆書こ′“1会白いe f(◆ `.ぐクク書′
`′ T〃E $m仙りAβ0　βI W〃10〃 ALL O賃〃乞β$ AβE 〃E伽u解り.′′
坦重　な」」ISON
PHYSICIHN,S EXHⅢINING TABLE.
Drs・ Horace Pac畳ardタW壬nfieId Smithタand J. Emmons Briggs.
CAB量N日TS. In Medicine, Instrument, and Combination Cabinets, all the up-tO-date featu購S ar。
found・ Catalogue点A.,, In purchasing an article for daily use’Which should last for years) it is profitable
to investigate before buying. Second-hand tables and chairs for sale at low prlCeS.
CATALOGUB FOR THE ASK賞Na.
W. D. HLLISON Co.,
Faoto「y細川ome Offjoe巾djana岬§巾d,
Bo§tOn Offioe a胴Salesro叩525 0010nial軸ding, Bo§書bn,
For full particulars address W" E.別間SALL, Manager,
Teiephone, 553-3 0xfo「億,　100 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.
We ca挫y a ft加重ine of
GLOBE NEBULIZERS
for treatment of Nose,
ThroatJ EarJ and Lung
affect壬ons. Wr王te or caII
もefore yotタp柳Chase′ aS
We Can Show yot* impor-
tant featt‡reS fotInd in
no other ot克fit.
T丑E RfEDlOAL　$TUDENT.
C豊S
Receive
巳very
Attention
Mankind
Eヽ7er
Requires
●
●
●
●
●
●
圏
Invite
Neckwear
Ga工ore
L三軍y
Among
Unlimited
Numbers
During
Recent
Years
Consider
Order!上
州ail
Postal! ! !
Assurance
Never failing
Yours
丁eam§剛er O紬胴ge and Broo脈Iine.
弧E劇E且-ⅦI棚器的珊附00,,
59　WEST NEWTON STREET,
Toi叫one, 783 Tremonし
劇
脚BU皿珊E
皿珊ÅU ,
The undersigned invites
the physicians of Boston and
vicinity) and others, tO eXamine
an entirely new style of Ambu-
lanceタeSPeCially constructed for
the conveyance of invalids・ It
has oil-temPered springs・ rubber
tires, Pneumatic cushions, and
the cot has also a pneumatic
mattress and pillow. The car-
riage is very easy riding. It
opens at the side to admit a cot,
and when cIosed has the appearance of a handsome landau. It may be used open or cIosed.
It is the first carriage which combines the elegance of the !andau with the greatest possible ease and comfort of the
a平bulance・　Prices reasonable.
Further information may be procured at the Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital, Boston, Or Of the proprietor’
J。 M。 DUGGAN夢　No. I E. ConcordSt.タBoston,Mass"
Telephone 712 Tremont.
??????????????????????
??????????????
賞盈E 」腹囲DlOAL　8TUDENT.
T営A事　BROOK CO営タ
I3 Summer Street,
BOSTON,
Announce the arrival of
their foreign importations
Of fancy and s七aple woolens
for Fall and Win七er wear.
FINES丁　OF WORKMANSHIP
AT POPU」AR PRICES.
T巴LEPHONE 9IS-2　OX『ORD.
TAKE ELEVATOR.
0011鴫6叩ply軸8喜
Arrangements have been made by the
臆Faculty with
OTIS CLAPP & SON
To furnish the supplies needed by the students at
lowest rates. If you are wishing to buy anything
consult
GEO. H. COFFIN, Agent.
Book-Cases, Books, Medicines, Medicine Cases,
Bags) Instruments) Sterilizers) Chemicals) Reagents,
Reagent Bottles) Electrical Apparatus.) Microscopes)
and Microscopical Supplies.
‾　　Mr. Co飾n will be glad to act as purchasing
agent for graduates of the schooI or other physicians
‾‾who may find it convenient to buy O範ce Fittings or
supplies through him・
C重　B重　SOMERS
…Tailor…
WE make a specialtyOf Fine Garments
at MODERATE PRICES.
Å　館O脚　剛§Ⅲ亡§§　釧!丁
$30〇〇〇
149a T細emont Street, Boston
Comer West Street
∈§TABしISHED 1849.
LEW一§ JONES & SON,
…UND宣RTAKERS…
No, 50 LaG「細轡e Str朋t,
すさL〇三PHくブ〃」≡　66与　°XF°RD.
Competent persons always in attendance.
No charge for use of our Private Chapel.
榔　棚DlαAL　$TUDENT.
す.職制肱能AR,
紬8io孔l , ,
I皿血皿融,
Phy軸肌s’an0 Hos申tal
§叩匝§,
HEADQPARTERS FOR
BO肌E’S STRTHO拙OPES,
URI蝿RY踊皿YSIS CASES,
D量SSEⅧI購弧鵬,
And everything used by Medical
St.udents.
う9　冒EⅢPLE P皿E,
BOSTON, MASS.
ToBIAS & WALL,
15　CORNHILL.
Two Doors from Washington Street.
MANuFAcTul'ERS OF
Trunks, Bags鬱Suit Cases.
量nt脚o11鳴幽〇・・ B皿叩
80TREしL &し且ONARD,
午72"4"6"8 Bro寄dw叩, A恥A珊タ肌甘.
MAKERS OF
CAPS and GOWNS
American College§　and Universities。
0皿SS CONTRA伽S FOR SAI,E OR RENT皿Å SPEOI肌TY,
M】・・ J. ARTHUR BÅKER is our representative for Boston University.
BO巳RICKE　&　TAFEL,
Hom叩athio Ph肌乱o輝
Importer吊皿d Publish鵬置
HIGH CLASS HOMOEOPATHIC MEDICINES.
CATALOGUES ON APPLICATION.
PH工LAD田LPHIA, 1Oll Arch St.
PHILAD圏LPHIA, 117 South 13th St.
PHILADELPHIA, 15 North 6th St.
CHICAGO, 44 East Madison St.
PI曹TSBURGH, 627 Smith且eld St.
N田W 70B医, 145 Gmnd S七.
N圏WマOB蚤, 15 Wes七42d S七.
NEW YORK, 634 Columbus Ave.
BAL冒IMORE, 228 North Howard St.
CINCINNA冒I, 2O4 West 4th Sも.
捌　棚田DlOAL　$TUDENT.
A. GOLDFARB,
Custom : Tallor.
Gents’ Suits Made to Order.
Ladies’Tailoring a Specialty.
- Cleansing, Pressing, Dyeing, and Repairing・ ,
No. 79　WEST CONCORD STREET,
BOSTON, MASS.
Thomas J. Gri輔n,
捲叶AさしOR捲
Repairまng in all its. branches.
No. 10　DEDHAM STREET,
BosTON, MASS.
富同軸0唖鮒融重o富
軸O脚E P服T剛性　00.,
恥血掴0両。
At %章タWASHINGTON STREET
YOU WILL F工ND　　-
戸. B. S宣V良師吋C重,
A THOROUGHLY UP"TO-DÅTE
Tobaccon ist.
§TRlOTLY FiR§T"飢A§S州D UP"TO-DATE
Sh肌in掴nd H孔ir伽ng Par10r,
J. S. VICCARO。
723 TREMONT S丁REET, COr. Concord Sqtlare.
. . HORLICK,S/. .
MALTED MILK,
FOR INFANTS, INVALIDS, ETC.
Hol・lick,s Malted Milk is a delicious food product, Pre-
pared from an extract/ Of choice ,malted grains, COmbined
with rich, full-Cream milk? PaSteurized. The milk usQd is
obtained from our own herds, thus assuring absolute purity
and full l-ichness,　Malted Milk contains no stal.Ch, Cane
露語葦篭‡諾霊露盤紫
豊轟豊護葦葦露詰
foods that requjre the addition of milk to complete them.
If the milk? Which is added to other foods, is impure, adu上
蓋詰護謹葦聾富等荒嵩
Malted Milk obviates such risks‘.
。 P葦霊聖霊籍黒革等記事es for trial
HORLICK,S FOOD CO.,
RACINE, WIS., U. S. A.
腸　桝田DICAL　8TUDEⅣ種
IF QUALI丁Y
‘　COUNTS
We believ6 that we spend mo「e money each yea「 in
imI)「OVementS, and do mo「e to keep ou「 g○○ds up to the
highest standa「d than any cthe「 HomeoPathic Pha「macy.
Visit us and let us I)rOVe it.
We have made HomeoI)athic Ooods for sixty yea「s・
Special 「ates, tO Students.
圏因
BOSTON- 1O Pa「k Sq., A8 Beacon St.　PROVID巳NC巳-41 7 W6Stminte「 St.
HuBBELL & McGowAN,
AP⊂}回国填田CAニ臣も工日毎∋,
Å Full Lino of all HO舶OPÅ冒HIO PREPÅRATIONS,冒INO叩RES ENI)皿BI朋TRITURATES,
Wo∴Can give you I‘OWeSt Prioes on CIinical Thermomoters and Hypodermic SyI‘inge and evory
OnO Warrantecl. Retumablo if not satisfactory.
At’O馳王zers,靴七.Water Bo七七les組d Foun七a王n Syringes of all Kinds a Specialty
ANT|SEPT工C DRESS|NGS AND S|CK ROOM: SUPPL|ES.
Examine our line of Surgica=nstruments before purchasing e!sewhere。
Specja」只a七es∴七〇　Medjc盆」 S七放de皿をs.
Agents for Kent’s Fine English Tooth Brushes。 Every one warranted,
Save time, mOneyand carfare and buv aIi vour D血g Store Goods of us.
Two Sto看es: 00r. Massa軸軸§ and Ⅲntington AYe§,1 00r, Wa軸g10れand Wes川ewton St§重

賞HE d±ED上OAL STUDEⅣT.
しÅ　PETITE RAFE　州D　しU冊H.
707　TR帥ONT STR髄T.
The Best of Food
at ReasonabIe Prices.
OPEN FROM 530A.M. TO 12 P.M.
H. J・ HALLOWELL, Prop.
」. E. STEVENS,
B・U・ S.肌., I903,
Comer of Worcester Square and Harrison
Avenue,
LUNCHEON.
B. U. STUDENTS
given first attention.
Telephone No. 2II7O Tremont.
JOSEPH S。 WATERMAN & SONS,
UNDERTAKERS,
2326 and 2828 Washington Street事
Adjoining Dudley St.曹er皿inal Station.
We have comected with our building everything that pertains to a first
Class establishment. On the’first floor are our o紐ces and reception rooms, mOrgue
and autopsy rooms.
On the second租oor, Chapel for funeral services and salesrooms, Where
everything necessary in the shape of caskets, linings, hardware, men’s suits,
ladies, dresses, etC.) from the cheapest to the most expensive can be selected.
’I‘he third and fourth floors are stock and woI.krooms.
We empIoy four reliable embalmers∴and ten assistants, Whose work we
guarantee. Open day and night.
Telephones, Roxbury 72 and 78。
録窟E　必ED放ブAL　βTUD倍Ⅳ.
Wく汁CCS†e「 Dining　職○○皿,
lO Worcester Square.
First class Table Board.
….All Home Cooking…・
Tickets, 21 neals, $4.00.
Breakfast and Lu皿ch, 20c. Dinner, 25c.
5O Years in the Same Store.
C。 S。 JOHNSON　&　CO。
1785-1789 Wa血ington Street,
料ncy G気ceries and Liquors.
PhysiclanS Ordering s鵠l諾鵠諾ntS Of us may be sure
A. H. FETTING,
Gre拡Letter Fraternity Jewelry,
14 & 16 SAINT PAU」 ST。,
BALTIMORE, MD.
Memorandum package sent to any fraternity member
through the secretary of his Chapter. Special designs and
estimates fumished on class pins? medalsl rings) etC.
T. F. DUNTON,.
Successor to NORRIS BROS.,
伽oioo Pro融On$『n心　憎富ooo廊, ・
BU題意ER) OHEESE) EGGS', POUL冒RY AND GAME・
CANNED GOODS AND VEG圏TABl|田S.
師e丁言AS aれ心OO「陣容S a Speo輔y,
4673 to 4679 Hashington Street, COI', Woroester Street, Boston.
Telephon , Tremont 379-2.
営0聞Y§聞拙丁剛Åし,
「捉柴島統溜誰蒜y諾嘉富貴鴇言
虹ee trial. You take absoluiely卿かosたordering fro皿
翫紳輔品嵩蒜討謂弼
1900 andJ`1901肌odels鵜$丁Io $II
籠鰯。葛盤i慈認諾認諾霊諜親で諾
塾灘賎鎧蒐犠葦$3冒o $8
nO晴O丁回りY萎縮謝職播薄離瑞組織
護議講読監護謀議謹豊説撼讃
縦縞鞘珊髄鞘輔;p笥臨諦臨
捌留　M留DlOAL　$TUDEN録
THIS PAGE R巳SERVED
l
甲
捌MEDlOAL $TUDENT.
抽おi冊舶軸患皿巾
719 TREMONT ST.
I)isoo皿t Tiokots to St皿donts, $研掴or $寄.00,
WILLIS, EXPRESS,
G. 0. WILLIS, Jr.
FURN漢TURE AND P!ANO MOV暮NG,
OlaiⅢ伽ooks伽帥fo富B種醜a妬
Fumiture Paoked for Shi叩ont,
Storage for Trunks and Fumiture置
ⅢA工Ⅳ　O中耳工CE;
‡657 WASHINGTON ST.
Betwcen Concord and Worcester Streets.
Telephone, 772 Tremont.
-WHY NOT
」U N C H
M隠D鵬00しし,3亨
WESTOVER　&　FOSS,
Successors to HARVEY BLUNT,
Confectioners and Caterers.
軸心心i皿掴血OoI萱的恥的心掴恥Oi復lty.
715 TREMONT ST.
Between Rutland and Concord Squares, ・　-　　BOSTON.
Telephone, Tremont 435-4.
J〃　B∴TRUE,
I6E ORE州Å珊患UⅢOH ROOⅢ.
Genuine Home Bakery,
PURE ICE CREAM A SPECIALTY.
A Choice Line of QONFECTIONERY Constantly
1609 Washi調印n StTeet, BosIon,
Posse Gymnasium.
F巳NSMERE BU重LDING,
2O6 MASSAcHUS圏T冒S AVENUE.
Men,s Class∴Thursdary∴and Sa,turday Evenings at
8　01clock.
Price for Season (until May l. 19O3), $12.OO.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
BARONESS ROSE POSS巳.
???????
雛昭　棚田DlOAL　$TUDEⅣT.
HAWKESタ
丁ai漢0「,
71脚肌§TR田, PU。群藍N, BOSTO‖,
TeIephone, Hay, 1387葵S,
Succe雪合○○　te　ロ。十〇ヽ(　8く　ce.
開聞囲囲固
く‾二二ノ
A POW珊Uし§T帥IしIZIN6 A脚T.　A SOOTHi鵬, EFFE8TiV=OUOHE.　A STRO鵬州T看SEPT10, A雌STH帥c鵬TERG剛T,
StJLPHO=NAPTHOL SOAP, A Perfect Åntiseptic Toilet Soap, Malled for 25c.
COMBINATION UNDERWEAR。
The Mbst Perfect Fitting Underwear Made.
It is endorsed by Physicians and AthIetes the world over.
We are showing 35 Styles for Winter Wear in Silk, Wool,
MerinoI Lisle Thread) and Balbriggan
F「om $1,5=o $6,00 THE !洲丁,
M。 A, SPEAR　&　C⊂)-
Men’s Fu「nishe「∈∋夢
IOO COUR丁S丁REE丁, Opp, Head of Sudbury Street, BOSTON。
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.
ケ朋　MED」OAL　$TUDENお.
PROV書D酬T 」肝亡兄ND TRUST 60,
OF PH工LADELPHIA.
The best in Life Insurance is likely to be the cheapest. The same fidelity) Skill) and
Care Which are n3CeSSary tO guarantee the future security of a company result in the
lowest cost. A goo(l test, therefore言s to determine whether the organization and the
SurrOund量ngS Of {‥・OmPany eXClude all doubt as to future security・ In determining
this the question of● cost is determined also.
丁H’E PROVIr)EN丁LIFE AND TRUST COMPANY
invites inqulry aS tO its organiz証on and the provisions for safety a鮪〕rded.
FQr the fllll period orits existence the death rate has been only.614: Of the rate
indicated by the authoritative ta‘bles.
C. D. &　F. J. HA肌肌ER, General Agents,
No. 1 19 Devonshire Stieet, Bostdn.
VERNON B. SWETT, Special Agent.
UDENTS.
We glVe this advertisement with the understanding that
you wi1=avor us with your patronage・ Stand by your College
Paper in this matter and we‾will
be beaten.
guar tee our PrlCeS CannOt
HOOPER, LEWIS & CO.
Stationers and Engravers,
IO7 FEDERAL STREET,　　　　　　　　　　　BOSTON.
姫E .放ED了OAL STUDENT.
BOOTHBY SURGICAL HOSPITAL事
1 & 3 WORCESTER SQ,, BOSTON。
A
Perfectly
Appointed
Hosp王tal
for the
use of the
Profession
Centrally
Located,
Quiet言
Sumy,
Homelike,
Thoroughly
Equipped.
′　OPPOSITE A Pし日ASANT PARK章
SPEC萱AL FACILIT萱ES FOR EMERGENCY OPERATIONS
DAY OR NIGH丁。
Two Operating Rooms equipped with証l model“n CPnVeniences for aseptic work.
Large New Elevator for moving patients on wheel-StretCh料s.
XコRay Mac担nes for therapeutic; radrographic, and fluol-OSCOPic work・
Branch Exchange Telephone System connecting〉all departments of the Hoapital and many of the private rooms with
the long-distance service.
The A書ter=Care and Nursing of surgical cases is given our especial attention? and the Doctor will餅nd his ordeI.S im=
Plicitly and faithfully carried out.
The Hospital cordially invites your cIose and critical inspeCtion.
WA」TER M。 B0OTH白Y事Pres。
